
 
 

Mahatma Gandhi Government School, Mansarovar, Jaipur 
Half yearly assessment-2021 

Class 5  Name of Student__________________ Subject- English     M.M.30 
All questions are compulsory. 
Q1. Fill missing letters 
(a) N_str_l.          ( b) P_nctu_l_ty    (c)R_al_ze           (d) Cur_os_ty 
Q2.Fill suitable words in blanks:- 
a) A ___ eats grass. (dear/deer) 
b) India __ the cricket match.(one/won) 
c) I like the smell of __ (rows/rose) 
d) I couldn't __ what the teacher said.(hear/here) 
Q3. Complete the following sentences using 'and' 'but' or 'or'. 
1) Is  the snake alive _ dead? 
2) The box was heavy __ I managed to lift it. 
3) Most people work in day __ sleep at night. 
4) I called him __ he did not answer. 
Q4. Change the following sentences into negative sentence. 
1. He Learns his lessons. 
Ans. 
2.We play in the evening everyday. 
Ans. 
Q5. Write meaning of these words- 
1. Starvation-    2.Wander-   3. Herd-  4. Extension- 
Q6. What is Pranayam? 
Ans. 
Q7. Write two rhyming words of these words- 
1. Screen-   2.Think-   3.Rack-   4.Light- 
Q8. Fill in the blanks with correct form of the verb given in brackets 
1. When my father was taking a bath his mobile phone __.( ring) 
2. When he was working a snake____. (appear) 
Q9. 'Spirit with magic powers' especially one that lives in a bottle or a lamp is called 
Ans. 
 
Q10. What is the meaning of Chatterbox? 
Ans. 
 
Q11. Fill in the blanks with verb using will or shall. 
1. I ___ study in class 6 next year. 
2. Tanya___ buy a new pen tomorrow. 
Q12. Fill in the blanks using past form of the verbs given in brackets 
1. Raju ___ a letter to his father.(write) 
2. Manjeet __ a beautiful paper boat.(make) 
Q13. Arrange jumbled letters to make meaningful words. 
1. ceobwb.     ___ 
2. sparcs.      ____ 
Q14 What happens when someone rubs a magic lamp? 
Ans. 


